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Adam Ruelf, Sumi Yi, and Madhavi Bezwada have a leaf fight.

Julie, Alexis, Merdith, and Haley hanging out in front of Lil’s.

The Ground Breaking ceremony of the Hugh and Gena Tarbutton Performing Arts Center.

Librarian Cassie Fahey receives a gift at her retirement party.

Sharonda Steeling speaks at the Haygood celebration of the new west wing.
When we take a closer look at Oxford College, we see more than just the mother school of Emory University. We see a closer look at Oxford students, professors, and staff. The lives of students throughout the year in and out of the classroom are captured. The memories of retiring staff and students moving onto Emory are remembered.

While students and teachers may come and go, Oxford's history, traditions, and buildings remain a legacy. As tradition, we began our annual convocation ceremony with the sophomores marching in and closed it with the incoming students signing the Oxford book. Along with our regular fall formal and spring formal, Oxford also had a homecoming week.

This year's theme of reconciliation commenced with the addition of the new Hugh and Gena Tarbutton Performing Arts Center and the west wing to Haygood as a part of Oxford's campus. The old gym was under renovation, and the campus was turned into a walking campus. Later in the year, our lost history was restored with the Dream Deferred exhibit of African American contributions to our school.

A closer look at Oxford College is more than just a blurry picture in our minds when we leave here, but every focal point that we miss and treasure as memories.

The sophomore class lines up for the Convocation ceremony.
Freshman Orientation

Thursday 8/24/00
   Fog meeting
   Ice Cream Social

Friday 8/25/00
   Placement tests
   Hypnotist

Saturday 8/26/00
   Luau

Sunday 8/27/00
   Pal skits
   Catch a Buzz

Monday 8/28/00
   Pal skits

Tuesday 8/29/00
   Pal skits
   Movie

Wednesday 8/30/00
   First day of classes
   Convocation
New Students
Luau
Fall Activities
Top Dickey

Bottom Dickey
Top Dowman

Middle Dowman

Bottom Dowman
Top Branham

Middle Branham

Bottom Branham
Top South Haygood

Jonathan Schofield, Nathan Seabolt
Yahia-noor Abdel-Samed, Matthew Herbein
Tyler Caldwell, Thomas Bush
Quincy Sampson
Geno Stroupe, Steven Howell
Julio Moreno, Jonathan Hollowell
Jeremy Thompson
Matthew Holder, Brett Galvin
Christopher Sedgwich
Michael Scoggins

Bottom South Haygood

Top North Haygood
David Filsoof
Tania Flores
Catherine Floyd
Lisa Floyd
Karl Foldevi

Andrew Foust
Lucas Freeman
Amy Gaither
Anna Galloway
Brett Galvin

Ranchel Garg
Sicily Garvin
Anthony Gazy
Kevin Ghodasara
Lisa Giamoni

Rachel Goldstein
Chris Goodson
MeCheryl Grear
Brian Green
Roland Green

Candice Greene
Christopher Griggs
Kyle Grist

Daniel Groth
Beth Grove
Seth Hall
Liz Hamilton
Megan Hamilton
Matt Hanson
Sorena Harmanson
Stephanie Harps

Julie Harris
Jesse Hatfield
Jessica Hauth
Sam Hawkins
Jonathan Haymon

Annalisa Henderson
Marie Hernandez
Julie Hetzler
Tricia Hicks
LaShondra Hilliard

Kaycee Hilson
Keri Hilson
Kymberly Hinton
Byron Hoffman
Amber Holland

Jonathan Hollowell
Jay Hosseini
Erin Hotchkiss

Ty Howell
Andrew Hudak
Meredith Hudson
Akiko Ishida
Yasmin Ismail
Julian Jackson-Fannin
Marsha Jackson
Bionca Jacobs

Christiana Huff
Safiya Hunter
Hieu Huynh
Alexis Hyde
Gregory Hyland

Arti Jagirdar
Channah Jarrell
Noor Jarun
Charlene Jean-Pierre
Rebecca Jimenez

Amynah Jiwani
Nazma Jiwani
Brandi Johnson
Chelsea Johnson
Christina Johnson

Jada Johnson
Gregory Jones
Vanessa Jones

Reginald Jones
Kieli Joplin
Maria Joyner
Jennifer A. Lee
Rebecca Leinberger
Tiffany Levine
Stephanie Levy
Christine Lew
Lauren Liles
Ben Lim
Ateaya Lima
Daniel Lines
Michael Lodick
Da’Keya Logan
Scott Logue
Cindy Long
Rocky Lopez
Stacia Lukjan
Lauri Maben
Anita Maberly
James Mabry
Stephen Maisel
Lindsey Malatesta
Jimi Malik
Emily Markesteyn
Melinda Marsh
Becky Martin
Jennifer Martin
Rociel Martinez
Jill Martiniuk
Lisa Mason
Omar Masseoud
Courtney Mauro
Elizabeth Mayton

Takiyah McClain
Dorien McGee
Morgan McGrady
Holly McIntosh
Kimberly McKinney

John Medlin
Ryan Meighan
Farrah Merchant
Jacob Meyer
Lina Millan

Lauren Milner
Lauren Mock
Zamena Momin
Deirdre Moore
Robert Moore

Julio Moreno
Rhett Morgan
Theresa Morris

Leanne Moses
Tiffany Mouzon
Elizabeth Mueller
Jenny Mullet
Chelsea Munhall
Jeff Mustari
Scott Nash
Ayla Nazli

Gabriel Neas
Scott Nesbit
Holly Newton
Elizabeth Nguyen
Nam Nguyen

Quynhi Nguyen
Toan Nguyen
Shandria Norman
Heather Northcutt
Kristy Offitt

Erin Oshier
Matt Ouslander
Min Owens
Daniel Pak
Hyo Park

Jaehong Park
Donn Parsons
Katherine Pastides

Melissa Pastor-Rodriguez
Alisha Patel
Arpita Patel
Damon Rahimi
Shelina Ramji
Cynthia Ramos
Maiuri Ranchhod
Dina Ransel

Scott Reagan
Carly Reed
Jessica Reed
Justin Reed
Nicole Richardson

Amy Ringer
Eric Craig Risberg
Courtney Rivard
Allan Roberts
Leslie Romero

Catherine Ross
Delaycee Rowland
Clif Ruch
Michael Ruelf
Kelly Ruth

Thomas Sailors
Julia Samaddar
Quincy Sampson

Candace Samuels
Vineet Sandhu
Lauren Santonastaso
Yaw Sarpong
Angela Scarbrough
Katie Schmidt
Johnathan Schofield
Michael Jason Scoggins

M. Jeremy Scoggins
Terrassa Scott
Tyler Seabolt
Jordan Sekulow
Arpish Shah

Kelly Shallwani
Ronak Shariati
Mrinalini Sharma
Robin Shatzer
Joe Shaughnessy

Nauman Siddique
Sarah Siddiqui
Harry Sidhu
Mara Sidman
Jon Silver

Doug Silverman
Alice Simpson
Kia Skelton

Monica Slack
Claire Smith
Jacob Smith
Lindsay Thompson
Tabatha Thompson
Christopher Tillman
Joshua Todd
Adam Toenes

Sarah Toenes
Stephanie Toro
Lisandro Torre
Brooke Traynham
Michelle Troendle

Shawanna Tyler
Kim Tyson
Samar Uthman
Katherine Vaughan
Maria Veliotis

Fritz Vidanes
Alina Vogelhut
Alysson Vogt
Monica Vohra
Allison Vorster

Marianne Walker
Joseph Watson
LaShonda Watts

Rebecca Weaver
Nina Welti
Devon Weprich
Chorale

The Memory Yearbook

Baptist Student Union
Alpha Epsilon Upsilon

Rainbow Oxford Student Alliance

Clubs
Dance Company

Hindu Student Council

Delta Psi Epsilon
Dooley's Dolls

Dance Team

Jewish Student Union
Knights of Oxford

La Cosa Nostra

Student Government Association
Freshmen Council

Black Student Alliance

Muslim Student Alliance
Omicron Phi Omega

Student Activities Committee

Photography Club
Oxford Fellowship

Les Belle Amies

ReVision
Circle K

Mu Epsilon Delta

The Spokesman
Peer Assistance Leaders
PALs

Student Admission Association

Leadership Oxford
Excel

Oxford Equestrian Club

Who's Who
2000-2001
Volunteer Oxford Coordinators

Volunteer Oxford

Oxford Ensemble of Shakespearean Artists
Sports
Homecoming
Everything happens for a reason and for every reason there is a wrong season...

Dedicated to the loving memory of our brother, Kenneth Nnambí Ekperi, also known as Hercules.
— The Knights of Oxford
To my nizzle, it's crazy to think that you're gone so soon, but I'll never forget all the fun times that we had whether it was chillin', watchin' a movie, or getting something to eat. I hope you're having fun up there and I'll see you when I get there.

Much love,
De'Keya

Think before your act on your decision:
Its easy to think about yourself before making a decision — The hard part is thinking about others who would be affected by your decision or actions.
— Rup

To the Gang- “I came, I purrffed, I conquered.”
— Jason Anderson

— Julis, Rochiel, Twinks, Annie, Dorian, Mark, Juff, Fritz, Elizabeth, Liz
Well, what can I say? These two years at Oxford just blew by! It seems just yesterday we all arrived on campus. I'm really glad I had the opportunity to become really close to each and every one of you, and make life-long memories. I hope we all remain close in years to come. To the class of 2001, it has been great. thanks for all the memories and good luck! To all my freshman dawgs, class of 2002... good luck and study hard... enjoy your last years at Oxford and make it memorable.
— Kajel

To all my friends.....
Some of you have been a part of my life for the past two years. Others of you have just recently, very recently, become dear to me. I know that I had some disagreements with some of you, and I want those of you to know that I am sorry for any heartache I caused. I look forward to having all of you in my life for many years to come. I wish you all the very best of luck, and regardless of where we all end up, please know that you will always be in my thoughts.
— Farrah

wow... two years go by so fast. well, only got a hundred words so here goes:
shawty- thanks for everything. we've been thru a lot together, lookin forward to more.
puhritsee poo- we the “ituses”.... we can’t do that in the DUC!!
Kaji Bhen- hahha.. i dunno... we stuck fo life
jules- remember “i love you”
quintus- don’t be such a JAP
annie banannie: “i’m mad at you about that”
shortEE!! it’s all kosher in margaritaville
Esss- i’m gonna miss you...hard on-8769 hehehe
Liz- you so crazy
elijahbet- “you look the same!!!”
O Phi- you know i’m comin back...y’all better watch out...cause y’all “don’t know” to the freshman i care bout (you know who you are)- you are the ones that make it hard to leave. keep it real here at OC...i’ll see y’all again.
— Min Owens aka twink
Dedicated to our memories of the Knights of Oxford.

Apollo, Doc Holiday, Romeo, Discus, Cujo, and Nandita Khanna.
Dear Amanda, Jessica, Maiuri, and Stephanie,

You are the greatest people in the world and I can't tell you how much you mean to me. Oxford has been a great experience for all of us and I would not change a thing. I came here completely alone but I am leaving with some of the greatest friends in the world. Whether it is late nights in the Ox (MOO!!!), late night discussions (no experience required), Tavern parties (with Robbie of course), or weekend dinners out, it has all been a blast because of you. Thank you for being the wonderful people that you are and I can't wait to see what new and exciting things are ahead of us in the years to come.

Love Always,
Jessie

To all my friends, I am going to miss all of you very much. Remember though, moving on does not mean forgetting about those who gave us a little bit of sunshine. Bottom Stone, you were the best hall ever. Last, but not least: I hope the 7 wonders of the world can surpass the test of time and remain perplexing to all.

— Karen Chocho

To: Karen, Delayee, Doua, Rup, Vinita, Megan, and Angela
Well, it has been a nice two years. You guys are great friends and I am so glad that God put you in my life. You guys are truly some of the many blessings that I treasure with all of my heart. Not only are you a constant reminder that there are other people out there in the world who are not superficial and judgmental, but you help fill my life with perpetual laughter. You guys really crack me up with the things you do and/or say because sometimes we just don't make any sense. There are so many hilarious memories that come to mind when I think about you. Okay, now that I've said all of the cheesy stuff, it's time for me to return to my usual self. As we move on, I would like to leave you guys with a couple of quotes. You should know the events they refer to.

— "You need to stop drinking that plyer hater juice."
— "Care Bear Stare."
— "Hey, I saw your wife the other day, and she's uglyyyyy... Yeah, but she sure can cook."
— "Hi, this message is for Cita."
— "That banana!"
— "That's personification... Ode to ————."
— "You're never in your room when I call... Oh I'm always busy."
— "Double T's"
— "I had the worst 'neck' cramp today."
— "Let's have a grilled cheese night."
— "If you don't get it, you should... yaaaaaaah... Do you know where to go?"

That's all I have for now, but I'm sure we'll have many quotes next year. Love ya!

Peace and blessings,
Terrassa

To the "bestest" friend anyone could ever have: Natasha Bell

"A friend is someone who knows that song in your heart and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten the words." —unknown

I want you to know that our friendship is one of the most precious treasures I have ever had. I have enjoyed every moment we have shared. Thanks for being there for me when I have most needed you and for being such a great encouragement. I hope you continue to know the songs in my heart and that you are about to sing them back when I have forgotten the words. I promise I will do the same. Te quieres mucho Chiquita.

Your friend,
Karla I. Caraballo

To all my friends, you know who you are.
Thank you so much for our friendship and all the 06 memories
That we've unhesitatingly carry with us to Emory.
Thanks for the laughter, the hugs, the smiles, and the tears.
Not seeing you as often is one of my biggest fears.
As we split up to go separate ways,
Just remember the good old 06 days.
You have made a difference, claimed a spot in my heart.
Keep the memories with you because those are the things that will keep us together in spirit, regardless of how physically far apart.
I love you all.
— Julie Harris
To Misti- Thank you for being such a great friend. My life is better because I know you. I really can’t even begin to tell you how much our friendship means to me. You are a wonderful, smart, fun person. I am looking forward to two more fabulous years at Emory.
— Ruv roo, Jenny

To my great friends:
— Misty DiLillo: There is just no word to describe how wonderful you are and we are so much loved.
— Misty Heaton… You will always be our first… we have to visit each other.
— To all, whoever remembers… we are the ones that are great together… I love you both and all and I am so glad to do the things that we do together.
— Aung and Zaha… I will miss you and your best… we will be back together.
— And to everyone… thank you for being in my life.
— Michelle Ewence… you have been here from the beginning to the end.”
— Jessi… you can’t imagine how much you mean to me. Please come and visit soon.
— God bless my other friend’s Layer: Alex

I want to thank everyone who has made my time here so special and unforgettable. Your love and kindness makes everyday a little brighter and better. Jessie and Stephanie: you two have given me the kind of friendship that is always faithful and unconditional. I know I can always come to you to share joys, heartaches, or embarrassments. Thank you so much.
Amanda B: thanks for being such a great roommate. You are the best.
Matt and Joel: My roomy buddies… Thank you for all the laughs and good times. You guys have definitely given me a means to celebrate through the good and the bad.
PAC: We did our best, and I think it was a great success. Charlie and Andrew- that you for re-inspiring me creative side; you have added a little spice to my life and how I love it.
Group 3: We went through something together that is hard for others to understand, but which as forever changed my view of the world and how I approach it. Thank you. There are so many people who have been such an important influence on my life here, and you love warms the depths of my soul. I love and cherish you always!
— Jessica Waldrop

— Risberg one head light shines in your honor—never forget hemorrhages of thy eye corresponde on tartar sauce — thanks for wiping away the tears. Sidman Pen 15 DUWIDE -biez ou to the side -you’re my JAP! Dooley: you’ll always be dolls in my heart—Carma with a C will Come back treed folds. McGrady contests are only entered in a black dress! McWilliams with the eXcItement. Corn dogs & Roxa came Pepto along the Jacks River. O’shaughnessy be all that you can be. Veliotis Mama’s is forever. Baker, Tones, Vaughn, Ruck & Dooley, the world is our stage.
— JAY

Dear: ‘my luck’ though we were cursed with bad luck, i lucked out when i got u as a roommate, u have complemented my life in a way that nobody else could have, and that is why i couldn’t have picked anyone else better to spend these past two years with, contact or no contact, i will always be here for u. Wanny: ‘my coffee buddy and my confidant through everything, there are no words for how much i mean to me.
# Idol: ‘my other half,’ thanks for always being my support, my confidence, my always buddy, and my OGC sister.
# You: ‘my driver,’ who always made me strive to be my best and who is never afraid of learning new things, even with no common sense, i know that you’ll succeed in everything u do and go far in life, as for next year, u better not forget about me with all ur new known friends.
# Teresa: ‘my spirit,’ that made every day a little brighter.
# Karena: ‘my reason,’ who always gives me faith.
# Rupi: ‘my hope,’ remembers to always live for u.
# Vani: ‘my smile and strength,’ never give up on anything.
# Simone: ‘my little sister,’ i believe in u, anytime u need me, i’ll be there.
# Monica: ‘my opposition but a true friend.’
# Kasey: ‘my stalkee.’
# Joe: ‘my insightful golf-pro buddy.’
# MJ: ‘my solace.’

Everyone else, don’t think i forgot u, but words are always a limit when expressing friendship, thank u all, teachers and friends, for being a part of my life and making me the person that i am today, i love u and wish u all the happiness that life brings.

Drew

To my greatest friends:
— Missy DiGiglio: There is just no word to describe how wonderful you are and we are so much loved.
— Missy Heaton… You will always be our first… we have to visit each other.
— To all, whoever remembers… we are the ones that are great together… I love you both so much and all of you are one of the most wonderful and all taken un exception (you know what?)
— Aung and Zaha… I will miss you and your best… and the Malbottas… times plus the very handmade… there is no anyone who we went out Emory that’s what we ring.
— Sue and Sara… thanks for a place after each organic test and for the hardword advice.
— Hm… I hope you will be happy always! We did our best, and I think it was a great success. Charlie and Andrew- that you for re-inspiring me creative side; you have added a little spice to my life and how I love it.
— God bless my other friend’s Layer: Alex

I want to thank everyone who has made my time here so special and unforgettable. Your love and kindness makes everyday a little brighter and better. Jessie and Stephanie: you two have given me the kind of friendship that is always faithful and unconditional. I know I can always come to you to share joys, heartaches, or embarrassments. Thank you so much. Amanda B: thanks for being such a great roommate. You are the best. Matt and Joel: My roomy buddies… Thank you for all the laughs and good times. You guys have definitely given me a means to celebrate through the good and the bad. PAC: We did our best, and I think it was a great success. Charlie and Andrew- that you for re-inspiring me creative side; you have added a little spice to my life and how I love it. Group 3: We went through something together that is hard for others to understand, but which as forever changed my view of the world and how I approach it. Thank you. There are so many people who have been such an important influence on my life here, and you love warms the depths of my soul. I love and cherish you always!
— Jessica Waldrop
The Memory Staff
Editor: Douachee Kue
Assistant Editor: Megan Crawford
Layout Editor: Maria Allen
Resident Halls: Leanne Moses, Terrassa Scott, Karen Chocho
Clubs: Nicole Richardson, Holly McIntosh
Candid: Rahim Badhwani
Staff/Faculty: Roland Green
Presidents may come, Presidents may go;
Professors may come, Professors may go;
Students may come, Students may go;
But Dooley lives on forever!

William M. Dooley - Spirit of Emory University
Best friend(s)

Why they are my best friend(s)

Why I hang out with them

Best times with my friend(s)

Worst times with my friend(s)

Time my friend(s) got me in trouble

Time I got them in trouble

Time my friend(s) really helped me out

Things we do together

Things I like most about my friend(s)

My best friend looks or acts like
Your Job
Where I worked
How much I got paid an hour
Worst things I had to do
Best time at work
Worst time at work
People with whom I worked
Words to describe my boss
One thing I really wanted to say to my boss
One thing I really wanted to do at work
Your Money
What I did with my money

Best thing I bought or did

Worst thing I bought or did

What does stuff cost this year?

- Movie ticket
- Gallon of gas
- Big Mac
- Pack of gum
- Gallon of milk
- Big Gulp at 7-11
- First date
- School lunch
- Snickers
- Steak of celery
- Pair of Nikes
- Shirt at the Gap
- Internet service
- Music CD or tape
- Pair of jeans
- Green beans
- Concert tickets
- Software

Other $
tunes

Favorite radio stations

Favorite music stores

Top five CDs to have if you’re stranded on a deserted island

Favorite CDs

Best bands

Best concerts

Best bands nobody’s heard of

Favorite songs

Best songs to dance to

Worst song that is played every two minutes on the radio

Songs I never want to hear again

Favorite music videos

 Least favorite music videos
Tape your concert ticket stubs in the space below.

Songs I Know By Heart

Write down your favorite lyrics from cool bands. There is also space to put stupid lyrics.

Are you a concert freak?

Do you attend too many concerts? Take this short quiz to find out.

1. Is your entire wardrobe made up of concert T-shirts? (Bonus points if you wear your concert T-shirt to school the day after the concert.)
2. Does the salesperson at the ticket counter know your first name?
3. Do you have a guitar pick or drumstick collection?
4. Do you play air guitar?
5. Is there a constant ringing in your head?
6. Have you ever been to a "Reunion" tour concert? (Bonus points if the band is older than your parents.)
7. Do you send the concert in time to see the opening act?
8. Do you sneak down to the front row at every concert?
9. Have you ever been burned by pyrotechnics from a concert?
10. Have you ever missed school to stand in line for tickets?

TOTAL - Score your points. Each "yes" equals one point.
7-10: You are a concert addict. Get help before it's too late.
4-6: Not bad. You'll survive.
1-3: Are you alive? When you go to a concert, do you have fun?
# Predictions

**COMPARE AND CONTRAST**

Compare your life now to your predictions for 10 years from now. Cut out pictures that match the descriptions below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My car now</th>
<th>My car in 10 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My girlfriend/boyfriend now</td>
<td>My girlfriend/boyfriend in 10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What I look like now</td>
<td>What I will look like in 10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My job now</td>
<td>What my job will be in 10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 YEARS FROM NOW

Where will I be?
What kind of job will I have?
Will I be married? Kids?
Did I graduate from college?
Where will my friends be?
What do I want to do?
How much money will I be making?
Where will I be living?
What kind of car will I be driving?
Thing I most want to do
Places I most want to go
Which friends will I still see?
Which friend will be the most famous?
Which friend will most likely be seen on television?

10 YEARS FROM NOW

Other predictions
BIGGEST NEWS:

Event of the year ____________________________________________________________

Surprise of the year __________________________________________________________

Political event of the year ____________________________________________________

Scandal of the year __________________________________________________________

Celebrity news ______________________________________________________________

Hottest local story __________________________________________________________

News story that affected me most _____________________________________________

News of the weird ___________________________________________________________